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Abstract—A social question-and-answering (social Q&A) site is an online community where users can ask and answer questions to share their knowledge and all data are publicly accessible. The platform has caught its users’ attention and given them a new way in getting information from other users. However, the growth of social Q&A sites is still followed by some problems faced by its users. This study aims to develop an interaction design of social Q&A using goal-directed design (GDD) method. The process accomplished in the development includes four phases: research, modelling, requirement definition, and framework definition. The series of phases resulted in personas, scenarios, requirements, and wireframes of the product. Social Q&A product developed in the study is one that is specialized for asking and sharing information about studying abroad.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Social question-and-answering (social Q&A) sites, also commonly known as community question-answering (CQA) sites, are online communities where users can ask questions and share their answers, and all data are public and searchable [1]. In the last few years, the platform has been attracting many users and providing a new way for them to get information from other users. They commonly search for specific and detail information, which usually requires a response from people who have a particular experience [2]. Some well-known social Q&A sites are Yahoo Answers and Quora. In addition, there are also social Q&A sites that focus on a specific topic, such as Stack Overflow that facilitates question-and-answering about programming.

Even though social Q&A offers many benefits, its growth is still accompanied by some problems faced by users. One opinion about the cause of this is due to the increasing number of low-value questions, making it difficult for users to find the useful or entertaining content [2]. A preliminary survey we did to 291 users of Yahoo Answers (45.7%), Stack Overflow (19.5%), Quora (16.8%), Brainly (16.1%), and Stack Exchange (1.3%) shows that there are problems their users are still facing in using the sites. The overall result shows that 23% of the respondents admitted not to recommend the sites to others, 32.3% gave a score of 7 or less for sites performance, and 21.9% gave a score of 7 or less for sites ease of use.

One factor that affects how a product tackles user problem is the design method used in developing the product. This study was conducted to develop the modeling, requirements, and interaction design of a social Q&A site by utilizing a goal-directed design (GDD) method. GDD is a product and service design approach developed in Cooper, a design consulting from California, United States. The rationale of the method is that the best way to design a successful product is to focus on the goals of the user [3].

The case used in this study is a social Q&A site for asking and sharing information about studying abroad. The reason we chose this topic is that the number of keyword searches about studying abroad conducted by Indonesian people through Google is quite high and continues to rise. This indicates public awareness increase about quality of higher education in Indonesia. Along with the increasing number of Indonesian people who are interested in studying abroad, the needs for information about it will undoubtedly increase. Throughout this study, we expected to create an interaction design of a social Q&A site that allows Indonesian people to obtain and provide valuable information about studying abroad.

The popularity of social Q&A makes this platform develops its design principles and patterns. Ortbach et al. [4] identified 27 design principles in social Q&A, such as following a question, scoring a question, and direct communication between two users. Question routing or approach in displaying questions to users can be divided into two categories according to [5]: feature-based approach, and social network-based approach. In addition, there are two reputation mechanisms in social Q&A: open, as Yahoo
Answers uses, and closed, as Quora uses with its PeopleRank algorithm [6].

Several studies about social Q&A from the user's perspective have also been conducted. Most users in social Q&A come from search engine result pages [7], and their motivation in contributing knowledge through the platform are self-presentation, recognition of other members, and social learning opportunities [8]. Gazan classified users who ask questions in Answerbag, a social Q&A, into two categories: seeker and sloth [9], and classified users who answer questions into two categories: specialist and synthesis [10]. In assessing the answers, users consider 24 criteria, such as approval, the feasibility of solution, and effectiveness [11].

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD

Online question-answering (Q&A) services allow people to post a question online and receive responses from participants within an online Q&A community. These services provide a way to ask a question directly, so the participants could answer based on the asker’s information and need rather than a summary list of links displayed on a search engine results page (SERP) [12].

Research in online Q&A area can be characterized in three ways; there are user or content-based, based on the type of online Q&A site, or focuses on askers or answerers. [13]-[15]. Particularly, researchers in this field have been focused on these aspects.

From those aspects, what is highlighted in this paper is Q&A that focuses on askers or answerers. Askers or answerers have their motivation in asking or answering through Q&A platform. Pi et al. identified that the people behavior in sharing knowledge on social media drive people to share it in Facebook groups too. User’s behavior on sharing knowledge has positively affected by how much reputation that she/he will get some pride because they can help people and subjective norm from another user that expect certain people to share their knowledge [16]. Others than motivation, an online social network connects friends with the real-life relationship and online friendship, which shares similarity to the real-life social networks. It usually tends to gather people with the same interest [17]. This social question answering sites use a collaborative paradigm to satisfy complex information needs. [18]

In line with designing the online (Q&A) services, three design methods was often used including user-centered design (UCD), activity-centered design (ACD), and goal-directed design (GDD). In ACD, the design process does not focus on tasks, activities users have to do with the system but what tasks or activities should be supported by the system [19]. UCD and GDD are two methods that focus on the users, but GDD has more specific process compared to UCD. The process of GDD is divided into six phases: research, modeling, requirement definition, framework definition, design refinement, and design support [3].

Cooper et al. [3] wrote that in the process of GDD, users are modeled into a persona. Persona provides a way of thinking and communicating about how a group of users behaves, how they think, and what they want to accomplish and why. Each persona has goals, the drivers that motivate persona to behave as they do. Goals provide answers to why and how a persona use the product. For each persona, there will be scenarios that describe an ideal experience of product use from a persona perspective, focusing on how users think and act. Cooper et al. [3] defined design requirements as information and capabilities personas require achieving their goals. They are identified to avoid designers directly jump into the solution. Requirements are identified based on scenarios constructed before. In addition, Cooper et al. [3] also defined design framework as the overall structure of user experience. There are four types of design framework: interaction framework, visual design framework, industrial design framework, and service design framework.

In this study, the last two phases of GDD, design refinement and design support, were not conducted because the focus of it is on the interaction design. The phases conducted in the study followed the detailed steps [3].

Research is the data collection phase to understand the problem. This phase was done by conducting a literature review and potential user interview. The literature review was conducted in order to gain more information about how existing social Q&As, such as Yahoo! Answer, Quora, and Stack Overflow, work and how their users use it. Academic papers we reviewed such as about user categorization, user motivation, and scoring mechanism. Potential user interview was conducted to understand behavior, attitude, and aptitude of potential users. The interview process followed the approach of an in-depth interview.

Modeling is the data analysis phase to explore behavior patterns and combine them into the user model. Modeling was started with the analysis of data obtained from potential user interview and ended with output a set of persona. There are eight steps in constructing persona as written in [3]: grouping interview participants based on their role; identify behavioral variables; map interview participants to behavioral variables; identify significant behavior patterns; synthesize characteristics and define goals; check completeness and redundancy, and designate persona types.

Requirement definition is the analysis phase of data obtained from the two previous phases to determine product functionality and design. In this phase, user scenarios that describe how a persona uses the product were developed. There are five steps in the phase with the possibility of iterations in the third to the fifth stage as written in [3]: define the problem and vision statements; explore and brainstorm; identify persona expectations; construct context scenarios; and identify design requirements.

Framework definition is the necessary framework development phase of product shape and behavior. The development used the personas and scenarios that have been created before, as well as utilized the design patterns and principles. Due to the study focus, the framework developed in the phase is the interaction framework only. The interaction framework definition can be done through six steps with the possibility of iteration in the third to the fifth stage as written in [3]: define form factor, posture, and input methods; define functional and data elements; define functional groups and hierarchy; sketch interaction framework; construct key path scenarios; and check designs check validation scenarios.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Implementation of GDD process was started with a research phase, followed by modeling, requirement definition, and ended with framework definition. The process chart can be seen on Fig. 1.

![Figure 1: GDD process followed through](image)

**A. Research**

The research method used in this phase is an interview with potential users as participants. In the beginning, we identified two leading roles in social Q&A for asking and sharing information about study abroad: Indonesian people who want to continue his study abroad as information seeker and Indonesian people who are studying abroad as an information provider. The two roles were then defined as the persona hypothesis and used as references in defining interview participants. For each role in persona hypothesis, eight participants were asked for an interview. There are 16 interview participants. For each role in the persona hypothesis, a different set of questions was given. Examples of interview questions can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The process of getting a letter of acceptance (LoA) and scholarship</td>
<td>When did you start to have a willing to continue studying abroad? Please tell me your story of getting your LoA or scholarship from the start until now!</td>
<td>(Participant A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information seeking behavior on the internet</td>
<td>When was the last time you look for information about studying abroad on the internet? Please show me how you did it!</td>
<td>(Participant B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking people behavior</td>
<td>Whom do you usually ask information about studying abroad to? How do you ask? Why do you ask them?</td>
<td>(Participant C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Modeling**

Modeling phase was started by separating interview notes based on pre-defined roles. For each role, behavioral variables were identified. Behavioral variables identified based on the remarks expressed by participants during the interview. From interviews of participants with the role of information seekers, we identified 21 behavioral variables. In addition, from interviews of participants with the role of the information provider, we identified 17 behavioral variables. Example of a behavioral variable identification can be seen in Table 3.

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quotes</th>
<th>Behavioral Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“I am anxious about what the people I ask would think about me; I am afraid they would think that I just want to talk to them when I need them.” (Participant A)</td>
<td>The comfort level to find people to be asked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I do not like asking other people because I do not like wasting the time of people I do not know.” (Participant B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“When I was preparing myself for Durham University, I found a group of its Islamic finance program students on Facebook. Then, I added all of the members as friends. Most of them were welcome to me and let me send them my essay for their feedback.” (Participant C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each role, interview participants were mapped into its behavioral variables. After all of the participants had been mapped, patterns were then identified. A pattern was formed from two or more participants who were mapped to the same value or close to six or more behavioral variables. The mapping process is done based on an assessment of speech and behavior of participants observed during the interview. Example of participants mapping can be seen in Fig. 2. Th, I, Ti, A, B, Su, D, and Sc represent the participants.

![Figure 2: Example of participants mapping to a behavioral variable](image)

From patterns identified, we took a pattern from each role to be a persona. From the mapping of information seeker participants, we found two patterns. While from the information provider participants, we found four patterns. We chose one pattern from each role based on the behavioral variables mapped by the pattern. The patterns we picked have...
behavioral variables that benefit the most from social Q&A. Examples of patterns identification can be seen on Fig. 3.

For each persona from each role, we synthesize a combination of characteristics from participants involved, gave a name, and defined goals. Characteristic categories combined included behaviors, environment, pain points, demographics, skills, experience, and aptitudes, as well as attitudes and motivation. We named the information seeker persona Deka and the information provider persona Arshad. An example of characteristics combination can be seen in Table 4.

Looking into the two personas constructed, social Q&A can help both of them reach their goals. Nevertheless, goals of information seeker persona will be met more often than information provider personas. Therefore, we selected the information seeker persona as the primary persona and selected the information provider persona as the secondary persona.

For each persona, we constructed a narration from the viewpoint of the third person to explain attitudes, needs, and problems of the persona descriptively. Within the narrative, a photo of a face was also added also added to make the persona more realistic and understandable. Example of a persona narrative can be seen in Fig. 4.

C. Requirement Definition

In the requirement definition phase, we defined a problem and a vision statement, identified persona expectations, constructed context scenario, and identified design requirement.

The problem statement is a condition that is expected to be changed by the product, whereas the vision statement is an objective to be achieved by the product by meeting user needs. Problem and vision statement can be seen in Fig. 5.

We identified persona expectations from research analysis and persona constructed to understand what personas expect so the product could be developed according to their mental models. Example of a persona expectations identification can be seen in Table 5.

We constructed context scenarios to describe a common condition experienced by personas when using the product. This condition explains the motivations, needs, and goals of personas. Context scenarios for each persona were
constructed based on their characteristics in using social Q&A. Two context scenarios were constructed for the first persona or Deka: when he needs to find information and when he needs to ask a question. The two context scenarios were developed based on the study of [7] which states that majority of social Q&A users originally did not intend to access the website but the search engines directed them, and users submit a question in social Q&A because they need answers from people who have a particular experience.

We constructed a scenario for the second persona or Arshad, that is when he needs to answer the questions asked of him. By the persona description, Arshad wants to answer the questions because he understands how hard it is to find information about studying abroad. However, because of other commitments, he could not make such activities a priority. Therefore, in the scenario, Arshad open social Q&A website through a notification email obtained periodically because email is a communication tool he often uses. An example of a context scenario can be seen in Table 6.

**TABLE VI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persona</th>
<th>Context Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deka Sutanto</td>
<td>1. Deka has decided to continue his studies at University College London, United Kingdom (UK), majoring machine learning. However, he wondered how he could live there as a Muslim. Within the working hours, he opened the social Q&amp;A site for studying abroad information and send a question about how to adapt in the UK as a Muslim. He put “The United Kingdom” and “Muslim Life” topics on the question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. After submitting the question, Deka realizes that the description he wrote in the question is a bit ambiguous. Then he edits the question so other users will not be confused when they read it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Because he has browsed the site for several times, Deka knows that there is a user named Rian who is studying in London, UK. He thinks that Rian could help him and request the question to be answered by him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Afterward, Deka is curious about whether anyone has answered his question and frequently check the question page.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We analyzed each context scenario, identified persona needs and stored them as design requirements. Example of design requirements identification can be seen in Table 7.

**TABLE VII**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context Scenario</th>
<th>Design Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Within the working hours, he opened the social Q&amp;A site for studying abroad information and send a question about how to adapt in the UK as a Muslim. He put “The United Kingdom” and “Muslim Life” topics on the question.</td>
<td>Create a new account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After submitting the question, Deka realizes that the description he wrote in the question is a bit ambiguous. Then he edits the question so other users will not be confused when they read it.</td>
<td>Edit a question submitted before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because he has browsed the site for several times, Deka knows that there is a user named Rian who is studying in London, UK. He thinks that Rian could help him and request the question to be answered by him.</td>
<td>Forward a question to a particular user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afterward, Deka is curious about whether anyone has answered his question and frequently check the question page.</td>
<td>Get answers to a question quickly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**D. Framework Definition**

Framework definition is a phase where the visual form of the product is developed from the design requirement. In the phase, we defined form factor, posture, and input method. Also, we defined data and functional elements, and defined interaction framework wireframe, key path scenarios, and validation scenarios.

The posture of the social Q&A product is a sovereign web application. Sovereign posture is the posture for applications that monopolize the user’s attention continuously and for long periods of time [3]. Devices targeted for product use are laptops with 14-inch screen size and 1366 x 768 pixels resolution, as they are used often by both personas. Input methods used are those compatible with devices: keyboard, mouse, and touchpad.

From the design requirement identified before, we defined data elements. There were five elements defined: users, questions, answers, comments, and topics. For each data element, we defined the relationship with other data elements, possible conditions, and possible actions applied, and element attributes. Example of data element definition can be seen in Table 8.
In addition to data elements, functional elements were also defined by the requirement. In defining functional elements, we referred to common and well-known design principles found in social Q&A sites, such as showing questions and showing answers. From 33 requirements exist, we defined 79 functional elements. Example of functional elements definition can be seen in Table 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Requirement</th>
<th>Functional Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Create a new account | Name input field  
Email input field  
Password input field  
Registration button |
| Log in to account | Email input field  
Password input field  
Login button  
Login via Google or Facebook button |
| Submit a question | "Submit A Question" button  
Modal popup with the content of input fields and a button to send the question  
Question input field  
Question additional information input field  
Question character limitation text  
Question additional information character text  
Question submit button |

After all data and functional elements were defined, we group these elements into functional units and define its hierarchy. Functional elements were grouped based on tasks to be accomplished. Example of functional elements grouping can be seen in Table 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Unit</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Functional Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| General | Search | Search field for keyword input  
Question recommendations as autocomplete result when a user is typing search keyword  
Search button |
| | Read a question | Area for displaying a list of questions relevant to the keyword  
Link to question topic page  
Follow question button |
| Question | Submit a question | Modal popup with the content of input fields and a button to send the question  
Question topic input field  
Question submit button |
| | Edit a question | Edit a question button  
Question content input field  
Question additional information input field  
Question topic edit field  
Save the question button |

From the data and functional elements grouped and their defined hierarchy, we defined interaction wireframes that explain the interaction and visual form of the product. Wireframe development was done based on the same design principles when identifying functional elements. We used Axure to develop the wireframes. Example of a wireframe can be seen in Fig. 6.
A key path scenario describes the journey of a persona when using the product in details based on tasks that could be done. The scenario describes the interaction between a user with data and functional elements in the product. To facilitate the understanding, we make a storyboard for each scenario with wireframes that depict the process of persona journey in each step. Example of a key path scenario can be seen on Table 11.

### Table XI
**Key Path Scenario of Deka Reading a Question**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Step</th>
<th>Wireframe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Deka opens a question page, read the question content and additional information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Besides the key path scenarios, we constructed other scenarios that might be done by a persona in the product but not covered in the key path scenarios. These scenarios were not written in stories but defined in the list of possible cases. The scenarios were divided into two types: an alternative scenario and necessary-use scenario (see Table 12).

### IV. Conclusion

This study aims to design an interactive system of a social Q&A product for asking and sharing information about studying abroad using GDD method. We constructed two personas as product users: Deka as an information seeker and primary persona, and Arshad as an information provider and secondary persona. From interview result, we identified 21 behavioral variables for information seeker role and 17 behavioral variables for information provider role. We mapped interview participants to the behavioral variables, and we identified the behavioral patterns. The pattern that formed Deka was chosen because its behavioral variables would benefit the most from the product. Also, a pattern that formed Arshad was chosen because it has the most beneficial behavioral patterns for the product.

As an information seeker who wants to study abroad, Deka has behaviors of hesitating to find people to be asked, having trouble in managing time between work and studying...
We constructed three context scenarios and identified 33 design requirements. The three scenarios were constructed from persona ideal conditions when using the product based on their behavior in seeking and providing information. The scenarios describe how Deka looks through information, Deka submits a question, and Arshad answers a question. Design requirements were identified from the context scenarios. From the design requirements, we identified the data and functionality of the products.

Throughout the study, we developed an interaction design of a social Q&A product. The design was developed in the form of product wireframes and key path scenarios along with storyboards that describe the interaction in the product. Key path scenarios were constructed based on tasks personas could perform in the product.

The study could be improved by developing visual design framework and conducting usability testing of the design to potential users. Visual design framework could be developed using steps in GDD by people who understand branding and visual design principles. Also, usability testing could be conducted to validate whether the user needs in the product have been met and whether the product is easy to use or not.
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